
Name________________________ !
Class________________________ 

Geometry Through Origami Grading Rubric 
Please be honest when scoring your graphs. Mr. Curtis will consider your grade based on your honestly, and 
will include it with your final grade for the project. !
Cube (1 & 2) 

Was the piece turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !!
Tetrahedron 

Was the piece turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !
Calculations 

Score Description Your Score

2 Exceptional- 
Cube is professional constructed. Cube is presentable and creative. Cube is 
completely intact and not loose.

1 Approaching.  
Cube is constructed. Cube is presentable and creative. Cube may be slightly 
loose.

0 Not Completed 
Cube is not complete.

Score Description Your Score

2 Exceptional- 
Tetrahedron is professional constructed. Tetrahedron is presentable and 
creative. Tetrahedron is completely intact and not loose.

1 Approaching.  
Tetrahedron is constructed. Tetrahedron is presentable and creative. 
Tetrahedron may be slightly loose.

0 Not Completed- Did not complete. 
Tetrahedron was not completed.

Score Description Your Score

2 Exceptional-  
The student showed complete work in solving the area, volume, and surface 
area of their cubes/tetrahedron. Calculations are accurate. 



Were the calculations turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !!
Self Reflection 
How well did you work with your partner during this project? (Things to consider; How was your time spent 
during class time? Did you distract others? Did you finish on time? Did you try your best? Write 5-7 
complete sentences answering these questions) !!!!!!!!!!!
Partner Reflection 
How well did you partner work during this project? (Things to consider; Did he/she help you? Was he/she a 
distraction during class? Did he/she use their time wisely? Write 5-7 complete sentences answering these 
questions)

1 Approaching- 
The student found the area, volume, and surface area of their cubes/
tetrahedron. Few mathematical mistakes in calculations. 

0 Not Completed- Did not complete. 
Calculations are not complete.


